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ACC completes build out at former Biltmore Hotel on Madison
ACC Construction announced the completion
of a significant office consolidation and expansion
for the GIC at 335 Madison
Avenue.
The new scheme, which
was designed by Gensler
Architects, adds more than
20 employee stations to the
full floor, and was built-out
during regular work hours
and with full occupancy by
GIC.
The original 1913 building was the famous Biltmore
Hotel, encompassing the
entire city block of Madison
Avenue and 43rd Street; it
was designed by the firm of
Warren & Wetmore and had
approximately 900 rooms.
Grand Central Terminal
had opened on February 1
1913.
The Biltmore was one
of four hotels built around
Grand Central Terminal;
the others were the RitzCarlton, The Roosevelt and
The Commodore.
The famous Biltmore
lobby clock of The Palm
Court Lounge hangs in the
lobby of the building today.
The Biltmore was renovated

firm is seeing in consolidation projects in New York
City as well as in other states
throughout the country: newer offices and workstations
are reduced in square footage.
The stay-in-place renovation covered about half
the floor in multiple phases,
during which GIC was active
and operational the entire
time.
The conference center /
reception area and the trading floor were untouched,
and most of the rest of the
floor was renovated.
In the breakout area,
which is open to the floor’s
circulation, a colorful glass
mosaic feature wall provides visual interest and a
GIC’s primary objective was to consolidate various groups at GIC, relocating several distinctive design element.
The existing pantry was
groups from its 57th Street location.
demolished to make space
into the Bank of America
This configuration lets more people were being fit for this newer, more open
building in 1980.
air and light into virtually into the same area, Gensler café that is generously lined
In the modern version of every aspect of the space. changed GIC’s corporate with windows on the south
335 Madison, a large open Altogether the floor is about standards with regard to the side of the floor.
atrium defines the upper 40,000 s/f.
size of the offices and workNancy Erardi, senior manfloors, which are open on
GIC’s primary objective stations.
aging director at ACC, who
exterior and atrium sides as was to consolidate various
Larry Taoramina, senior knew the GIC team from
they form a square around groups at GIC, relocating associate of Gensler, ex- being involved in the first
the perimeter of the build- several groups from its 57th plained that this is quite renovation in 2007, noteed
ing.
Street location. Because consistent with trends their that ACC matched all of the

high-end finishes on the
floor to the existing areas,
including bamboo work
stations.
ACC also added glass
fronts to all of the offices,
both those that were there
as well as new ones that
were built out. Overall
there is a much greater
s e n s e o f t r a n s p a r e n c y,
something also typical of
newer office design, per
Mr. Taormina.
In addition, GIC has
invested in a state-of-theart fire protection and suppression system.
Called the FM200 System, it was installed in the
existing UPS and Server
room. ACC Construction
and Gensler both worked
closely with the firm of
Robert Derector, who did
the MEP engineering.
“It was exciting to be
part of the second phase of
renovation,” said Erardi.
“Working on such a large
project in a Class A building
in midtown is exactly the
work at which ACC excels,
and we were thrilled to be
part of such a great team of
professionals.”

